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Background: Ernie Wu was born in 1953 in Taiwan where he spent his life, graduating with a Bachelor’s 
degree in Physics from National Taiwan University. During his time in college, Master Ernie Wu was 
extremely involved with the Chinese Martial Arts Association, serving as its President in his junior year. 
After graduating he emigrated to Clermont, an area just outside of Orlando, Florida, for his first job in 
1978. After his first job, Ernie and his wife relocated to Houston in 1982 to start their own business as 
owners of a dry cleaner. Currently, Ernie owns the Southwest Printing Company alongside his wife and is 
involved with the National Taiwan University Alumni Association in Houston, the Taiwanese Chamber 
of Commerce, and founded the Wu Martial Arts Association. He has been teaching kung fu, or Chinese 
Martial Arts, for more than 36 years and has been practicing for over 50 years. He also teaches at Rice 
University and hosts the World Star Chinese Martial Arts Competition in Houston annually, drawing 
competitors from all over Texas and the Southern region of the United States. 

Setting: This interview took place in the Digital Media Commons in the basement of Fondren Library at 
Rice University. 

Key: 
EW: Ernie Wu 
CL: Christina Lee 
HP: Helen Pu 
—: speech cuts off; abrupt stop 
…: speech trails off; pause 
Italics: emphasis 
(?): preceding word may not be accurate 
[Brackets]: actions (laughs, sighs, etc.) 

Interview transcript: 

CL: Alright. Today is Wednesday, November 6th, we are here with the Houston Asian American Archive, 
um, interviewing Master Ernie Wu. My name is Christina Lee. 

HP: I’m Helen Pu. 

CL: Um, and so we’re just going to start by asking you a few questions about your childhood and 
background. So first if you want to describe where you were born and what your childhood was like 
growing up. 

EW: Okay. I was born in Taiwan, I just do not to go back [inelligible] because it’s a big ci- city, because, 
you know, Taiwan is good enough. And when I was young I was raised in uh, countryside. So we have 
farm, I mean it’s uh, you know, rice fields, you got all kind of uh, fruit trees everywhere. And then when I 
was uh growing up, I move to Taipei, which is the uh capital city of uh Taiwan, at the uh, wh- the sixth 
grade. I’m trying to figure it out. Yeah. 6th grade, yeah. And after that, um go through the normal life in 
Taiwan, which is you know, study, study, and study through what, the... junior high and then senior high. 



                   
     

 
                    

 
            

               
                

      
       

           
          

 
              

 
               

 
      

 
                     

  
 

 
      

 
                   

   
 

             
 

       
           

   
    

     
             

 
       

 
         
          

 
           

 
 

  
              

             
    

 
          

And then you know, you had to pass a test to go into a college, almost like SAT, but you know, you 
choose your- uh, the, what- the department you want to go first. Yeah. 

CL: Um, do you want to talk about what you spent your free time doing when you were a child? 

EW: Good question. I’m trying to think. [laughs] Um, when we were young, when I was young in the 
countryside, usually I play with myself. Yeah- well, of course sometimes we have a group of about our 
age, you know, probably about quite a few of us will go out, but uh, not that often. You know, probably 
once a week or something like that, you know, like you’re going to uh, uh, fishing, and we do uh digging 
some bugs, and play, you know, try to knock down the uh hives and all those or climb trees to uh pick on 
fruit. Yeah and also a- when I was little, before 6th grade, I even tried to, you know, help the uh farmers 
with their, you know, farming and chopping wood and everything. 

CL: Did you have any siblings? And if so, what were their names-

EW: Yes. I have a brother and a sister. I am the youngest in the family, yeah. 

CL: Mhm. Uh, what are their names? 

EW: My brother is uh, Henry Wu. But uh, there are two Henry Wu’s in Houston. So it’s the younger one. 
[laughs] Putting that way. Yeah. And my sister is in, still stay in Taiwan, yeah. Her name is Su-Hui. And 
she married, last name is Wong. 

CL: What were your parents’ occupations? 

They uh, they own a trading company. So we do trading with um, Japan and uh, some African country 
and some um- actually we are trading with uh American company also. 

CL: And what kinds of values did your parents instill in you? 

EW: The most important thing is our, uh, our siblings we are very tight. You know, we may not talk to 
each other for a while, but each other always respect, you know, each other and then always a strong 
bond. You know, if I go back to Taiwan, my sister and brother you know, will just, you know, take me 
anywhere I want to go. And then in United States my brother is in, well he lives in Sugar Land, but you 
know, he always help me. If I need some help and like, you know, sometimes if he’s not in Houston, if he 
needs some help like on a business or on a house, I will do it for him. For sure, no question asked. 

CL: Um, how often do you go back to Taiwan? 

EW: Probably four, five years, yeah. Yeah, because my sister comes to United States every two, three 
years. I don’t want to come- you know, I don’t want to go back that often. 

CL: So, next we’re gonna ask you a few questions about your education. Um, what was your favorite 
subject in school as a child? 

EW: Ok, as a child, I would say geography. You know, because, you know, we would study China’s uh, 
you know, all the geography in China, in Taiwan, and also some um, you know, world, too, but the 
mostly in China and the Taiwan, and which is, you know, I feel comfortable with, you know, all this 
different geography stuff, yeah. 

CL: But did you decide to study geography in college? 



 
          

 
        

 
  

 
           

 
                  

         
          

      
         

 
 

          
 

                 
             

     
         

         
        

 
 

  
 

                    
  

                 
 

         
 

                  
               

  
            

      
 

           
        

 
 

                    
 

 
   

 

EW: No. I pick up physics. What the- during the time, after high school I decide I like physics better. 

CL: And, you studied at National Taiwan University? 

EW: Yes. 

CL: Can you describe your time there as a student? 

EW: Okay, um. National Taiwan University is the best college in Taiwan. And uh, it’s a little bit 
different, alright. So all the students are very independent. Of course we still help each other, and I do 
spend more time in my, you know, uh, extra, extracurricular activity, which is the, you know, kung fu, 
than in the class. So [laughs] I’m not really a good physics student [CL: Mmhm]. But physics is very 
hard subject. So you still need to spend a lot of time in uh, classroom and I usually would- I do not stay in 
the classroom or in the class begin, you know, studying. Uh, usually when I study, I study in the library or 
somewhere unless it’s very important, uh class. And then will going there. 

CL: And what was your favorite experience about college? 

EW: The favorite one, well I guess I learn a- a lot of social skills through the uh kung fu club, we call it 
uh, you know, Chinese Martial Arts Association in- of uh, NTU. And [clears throat] I was President, and 
then, yeah. When I was in junior. And then all- you know, spent a lot of time and then build up a pretty 
good relation with all my uh, board members, so every time we, I go back- including my wife- when we 
go back to uh, Taiwan, we will meet with our, you know, my friends in the kung fu club. Unnecessary to-
not necessary to meet with my uh, classmate, you know physics, but every time we will have a kung fu 
reunion. By the way my wife was also in the kung fu club, too. 

CL: Is that where you met her? 

EW: Uh, yes. Well actually I know her before she went to NTU, yeah. She uh, learn a martial arts when 
she was uh- I don’t remember, maybe 10 or 11? So she always perform in some exhibition or Chinese 
martial arts. And actually I know her when she was in uh, high school senior, of high school. Yeah. 

CL: What does kung fu mean to you? 

EW: Well, that’s uh [laughs] okay. Kung fu or Chinese martial arts, I think- well I just- I just like it, you 
know. First when we- when I start to learn, actually it’s from watching movies. I guess you girls watching 
those movies before also, you know like um, Bruce Lee, Jet Li. Um, when I was at that age, Jet Li’s not 
out yet. Jet Li is younger than me. Yeah mostly Bruce Lee and then Jackie Chan, yeah. And then I would 
say, okay, and then also reading all those Chinese kung fu novel. And then I said, okay, they are very 
fancy, so I like to learn what it goes. And when you actually get into that then- then you realize no, it’s 
not like the movie, it’s different. But to me, I think it’s for me I had um, learn self-discipline and then 
persistence for sure, yeah. You know, I’ve been practicing more than 50 years and I’m still doing it. So 
I’m trying to say okay, and then also, you know, I feel that’s not only good for your health. Also for your 
spirit. You know, it’s not only physical. So it’s on both sides, yeah. 

CL: Um, we’re going to move onto questions about kind of your life after NTU. Um, I think you moved 
to Florida after? 

EW: Yes. 1978. 



          
 

                  
               

      
 

             
 

               
                   

           
             

   
 

            
 

  
 

       
 

    
 

             
 

                   

                  
          

 
             

               
     

 
        

 
             

 
       

   
 

        
      

 
         

 
    

 
   

 
            

 

CL: Uh, what made you decide to move to Florida? 

EW: Uh, I have a job offering over in Florida, in Orlando. Well actually, outside of Orlando, I think it’s-
it’s Clermont, but, you know, it’s Orlando area. And then they uh, say, okay, this opening, so I went there 
and then start working as a physicist at a company called Comeco. 

CL: Mmhm. And had you always wanted to move to the United States? 

EW: Uh, yes. The- okay, you know, I learn physics in NTU and all this uh- all my classmate comes out. 
Yeah, they um- we have about 36 classmate at my class, only about 3 left in Taiwan. The rest are all came 
out. So I say okay, everybody coming out, I need to come out, too. So- and then unfortunately when I-
after I come out, I didn’t go any further study. So I say, okay, and I will come out and it’s uh, very good 
life, so I think it, I- I liked it. 

CL: And, after your time in Florida, you then came to Houston? 

EW: Right. 

CL: When did you come to Houston? 

EW: Uh, 1982. 

CL: And what was your experience like adjusting to the United States? 

EW: Well, I think it’s not, you know, to me it’s not that difficult. Yeah but uh, well the first six months a 
little bit difficult. You know, I go to work for people in Orlando, and then they do not speak Chinese or 
Taiwanese, so I had to, you know- and there’s not a lot of um, Chinese at that time, which is 1978, yeah. 
We had some a- associations, but not, you know- I- I joined them, but we meet like uh once a- a month or 
something like that. So the first six months, unless I call home, or call to my wife, which, at that time, we 
were not married yet. She was my uh, fiancée at that time, that uh otherwise I don’t get to speak uh 
Chinese or Taiwanese. So- but, you know, after that I think I just fine, because that’s after 6 months 
you’re used to the speak- you know, speeching- speaking and then listening to or every- the different 
tone, so I think I’m quite happy about it, yeah. So because sometimes if you stay in the Chinese 
community, maybe you can not pick up as fast as, you know, 6 months. 

CL: Did you already know some English by the time you came to the States? 

EW: Yes. Uh, in Taiwan, we need to learn English from, w- junior high, so at least you have um, 8 years. 
In college, at least you need 2 years of English and in Physics department that’s- unfortunately most of 
textbook is English. So we had to learn that. Of course our listening and comprehension a little bit not as 
good, but writing and you know, reading is no problem. So I pick up the uh, listening and then speak, 
speech from the 6 months when I was alone in Orlando. 

CL: And when did your wife move to Houston? 

EW: Uh, 1979. 

CL: Is that when-

EW: Oh! I’m sorry! Not the- 1979 we move together to Florida. [CL: Okay] Then 1982 we move 
together from Florida, drive all the way to Houston. 



 
           

 
                     
        

 
 

            
 

   
 

                 
 

         
            

  
                 

  
          

          
           

    
    

     
                

 
                  

    
 

 
                       
         

       
   

 
    

 
 

              
 

          
          

  
       

 
         

      
 

        
 

CL: Mhm. And what made you decide to move to Houston? 

EW: Alright. Back in Orlando I was, uh- Comeco, was not doing too well, so I got laid off. So then, you 
know, I have a chance, my brother Henry Wu is in Houston and he said, “Well, I need some help.” So like 
I told you before, he said he need help, I come. And then, you know, we start work together, yeah. 

CL: And what year did you and your wife get married? 

EW: Uh, 1979. 

CL: Okay. When you came to Houston, what was the Asian or the Asian-American community like? 

EW: Okay. When we first came to United- I mean to Houston, uh first year and two I do not have too 
much contact with uh, what I would say the Taiwanese community, yeah. Because at the time there’s not 
too many mainland, you know, China people. I mean People’s Republic of China. And after- because at 
that time- or except my brother, yeah. And uh, my sister in law’s family. You know, so we’re pretty close. 
And besides those we don’t have too much uh, contact with the uh, the other Asian actually. All the Asian 
community. At that time, we live in east side of town, it’s a small town called Channelview. And then the 
uh- and then at that time we don’t, but the- so, we still have a little bit contact so I can understand, it’s uh 
you know. At that time it’s fairly good size, but not as big as Vietnamese community, yeah. So and also 
not too many associations at that time. I think 82, probably like about a few of them. Only uh- most of the 
associations are from the um, we call it older generations, Chinese- Overseas Chinese, you know, like 
they- usually they bring, you know, second-generation, third-generation already and to us we are first-
generations or sometimes you know, can not get, get into their organizations, something like that, yeah. 

CL: Um, now talking a little bit about your employment um, first, as a physicist: what was your focus 
and did you see this role and this job as something temporary or did you think it was going to be a long-
term occupation? 

EW: Well, first I thought it was a long term, but you know, at that time at the beginning of first two three 
years, the uh, company doing well. You know, we uh- we supply for a company called Raytheon, Rayth-
Raytheon and they developed the uh, satellite communication. So we made their cathode. So I think that’s 
pretty good, you know, I also can learn something from it, you know, how to uh, make and design and 
then make a cathode for use in uh, space. But uh, after that, all the uh, all the uh electronic is so, you 
know, improve so much, so cathode is going out of market. So eventually, you know, I say okay, I got 
laid off, so I start doing something else. 

CL: Um, what exactly does your brother do and what was your role? 

EW: Uh, okay. My brother has um... first he- uh, when he asked me to come help, he has uh couple 
laundromats. I need you uh, you know, help to, you know, watch for that so they don’t stay there all- you 
know, too long. And besides, at that time they uh, their kids is like about- I’m trying to think their age, 
probably about 5 or 6, so they like to spend more time. You know also they need to start uh, dropping 
them off and pick them up from the, you know, the extra activities. So I came to uh help them. And then 
after that, he sold out the uh, laundromat and I started a dry cleaner. And he uh bought some hotel. So 
that’s- after that he uh stay in the hotel business. 

CL: And I think it also mentioned that you opened a printing company? 



                
            

               
         

       
     

 
       

 
           

 
            

 
                  

               
        

 
         

 
  

 
                  

 
      
                

      
  

        
          
                

        
        

         
 

        
 

 
                

               
 

 
              

 
            

            
       

           
               

               
               

           

EW: Yes. Okay. First in 1983 we opened up um, actually dry cleaning, yeah I start with dry cleaning, I 
even go to school for it. Yeah into the HCC I believe they have classes on that. So, but that uh- I actually-
at that time, I own like about two plant and about four subsidations. And after that, I sold out of business 
and purchased this uh company called Southwest Printing. Which, I do not know anything about printing. 
So that, uh I went to HCC again for that. So that’s uh pretty good. So we- I spent about 2 semester in 
HCC about printing things, yeah. 

CL: Do you still own the company? 

EW: Yes. We own that since 1992. Same location, never move. 

CL: What is your job on a day to day basis at the printing company? 

EW: Uh, in Southwest Printing I mainly I just, you know, uh deal with customer, taking orders, give out 
orders, and operation usually from the uh- we have a couple employee they take care of printing and my 
wife does the art design if necessary. So basically like that. 

CL: Um and so next we’re going to talk a little bit about your community involvement. 

EW: Okay. 

CL: Um, if you can explain a little bit more about what the Taiwanese Chamber of Commerce is. 

EW: Yes. That uh, Taiwanese Chamber of Commerce in Houston, actually should be called. [CL: Okay] 
Right. Um, I join them in 19, shoot. I don’t remember, 19, maybe uh, 1980-something, ‘85, ‘86. And the 
uh, the reason why I join is because my brother was in there. And he was the President. So I said, okay, I 
go and join you [laughs] to help out. But, you know, I mostly in the uh Taiwanese Chamber of Commerce 
I do not do any um, I do not have any position. I’m not in board member or whatever, but if they need any 
help, I can help, and also the uh- because I like it. Because it’s you know, mainly no political issues. 
Yeah, so it’s- we’re just doing, you know, uh networking between the business. So I know, you know, 
from that associ- I- association, I uh, uh get uh, you know, to know a few people and they can help on my 
business also. And then sometimes they need help on some printing, I’ll do their stuff and then you know, 
sometimes we need to purchase uh, special items we can get it from them also. 

CL: So, just so we understand, the Taiwanese Chamber of Commerce of Houston [EW: Yes.] Their role 
is primarily networking between different local-

EW: Yeah. through business, yes. [CL: Okay] And many is from um- most is uh, the member is from 
Taiwan. But we do have some uh Americans and some uh, some, you know, I mean less- the older 
generation one in there too, yeah. 

CL: Mmhm. And are you still involved with the National Taiwan University Association? 

EW: Yes, uh- okay, this is our Alumni Association in Houston. I ori- I think I join that later than go to the 
uh, Taiwanese Chamber of Commerce. But I probably still 1988, 1989, something like that, yeah. The uh, 
according to the history, we call NTUAAH, as you know National Taiwan University Alumni 
Association in Houston. It’s being, it’s uh, being existing more than 40 years. [laughs] So I don’t know. 
Because the uh, NTU has most uh, student comes out to uh United States. Up till now, it’s still like that, 
you know. Uh there’s a lot of uh, Taiwanese college student you know uh, at that- at our- at my time they 
come to United States and a lot of them to Houston. But late- lately, it’s less and less. But NTU still has 
quite a few comes to Houston, so we are pretty proud of that. And then- and then the uh- when I get into 



 
       

     
  

 
        

 
             

 
           

   
             

         
            

            
 

     
 

 
 

 
   

  
          

   
       

            
                    

            
           

 
 

   
 

 
       

    
                 

  
 

          
   

          
 

 
 

 

      
        

 

involved more, is when my wife somehow become the President of the NTUAAH. So, you know, buy 
one, get one. [laughs] We all ended up with helping all the, you know, things, then I realized, yes, yes you 
know, um, you need involve in Association to make better and then, you know, can introduce more to the 
public. 

CL: And, um, what does the NTUAAH exactly do? 

EW: Yes. Oh. It’s still networking. You know, and then try to, uh help on the um, all the alumnis, yeah, 
so you know, we have helped each other and then lately we have more, um, concentrate on you know, try 
to help the- the uh younger generation, yeah. You know all this new uh… alumni, they are probably like 
what, uh, 20-ish, 28, 30, 35, and they come to United States and they are finished their postdoc or their, 
you know, they sometimes they just wondering what happened after that. So every year the Association 
has a, you know, like a career workshop to help them. And also [clears throat] excuse me, every year, we 
have different, uh functions. Probably at least about every year at least about four to six event, you know, 
a lot of them is networking between um alumnis and then sometimes just social. You know, just uh get 
together and the potluck, just you know try not to, you know, uh lose contact with each other. Yeah, and 
also sometime with a special like uh, a specific um, topic like actually your program was one of them. 
[laughs] That’s how I, you know, met Professor Chao, yeah. 

CL: And, what is your involvement with the Wu Martial Arts Association? 

EW: Okay, Wu Martial Arts Association actually is uh... started, you know, by me and my wife. We 
started in, actual formation date I think in 2013. But a-actually I can push all the way back to 1985 you 
know when we come to Uni- uh to Houston 1982. Um, we start a class in, uh at that time called Chinese 
Cultural Center, the Southwest side of town, which is, you know, belong to the Taiwanese government. 
So we start the class in 1985, so actually it’s the, you know- it’s uh, you know, almost it’s not named the 
Wu Martial Art at that time, but that’s where it begins. And the uh- the reason we want to start it because 
we both has been learning Chinese martial arts and we love it. I think it’s real helpful for, you know, 
human. So we like to, you know, try to uh promote it so that more people know more about this special 
arts and then we can let, try to let everybody learn it, which is, you know, not as easy, but you know. Uh 
tha-that is why we start that and then uh we even have a scholarship for that. 

CL: What are some common misconceptions that people have um, about martial arts? 

EW: Okay yeah. That one like I say before, you know uh the reason I start Chinese martial art or kung fu 
because we watching the- I was watching the movies all the- actually uh television series, I don’t know if 
you girl heard of it’s called Kung Fu, starring what, David Carradine or whoever. I forgot, [laughs] I think 
David Carradine. So, you know, it’s been, uh actually promoted in United States, not specific, but through 
the public media. You know through the movies, through the uh TV series, but personally I think I like to 
let people more understand that more. Because it’s not just, you know, it’s just not the fighting only, 
actually I do not expect my students can, you know, always getting to a fight with other people. Mostly 
we need to learn how to discipline yourself, and then you need to build your body through the perse- uh 
eh, perseverance to know it’s not, you know, overnight you can get it, yeah. Your body condition is 
through long term, you know, of exercise. 

CL: Um and what is your involvement with the World Star Chinese Martial Arts Competition? 

EW: Okay, that one with um because we have been teaching Chinese martial arts since 1985, but it’s still 
locally, so we like to has more contact with the- you know, besides Houston. So I had the chance say, 
okay uh have a friend from Florida, he start a competition in Houston. And I was partner and helping him 
I think we start from 2013. And the uh after that, 2015? We changed the name to World Star Chinese 



      
                 

         
             

       
      

  
 

 
      

  
 

               
       

                    
  

     
              
             

   
         

    
       

    
 

 
 

        
           

        
       

 
 

 
            

 
   

  
 

 
 

 
   

             
   

 
 

 
 

 

Martial Art Competition, so I like to, you know, tha-tha-that one I just do that all by myself and my wife. 
And uh of course the whole family helps, yeah, that is the- and the also my- some- my students help, 
because that is a pretty big event. Nobody can do that all alone. So you know, we have uh, organize like, 
you know, we need to contact all the uh, martial art masters, schools, and, you know, all the- even all the 
organizations and some of them, you know, you just some association. You know, community 
associations. We need to let them know we have this competition in Houston. And uh we have been doing 
this since nineteen-four--uh nineteen-fif--uh two-- I’m sorry 2014. So up to this year, we’re doing good 
yeah. 

CL: Besides you and your wife, or any of your other family members, [EW: Yes.] um [EW: That um, 
right.] do they help? 

EW: Okay, yeah alright. The uh, my oldest daughter is not in Houston, and well, I have two, three kids. 
Two girls, and the- the youngest is a boy. The--well it’s not a boy- he’s not a boy anymore, he’s 27 years 
old. [laughs] Uh, so the uh- the- the whole family help, my daughter, the oldest daughter, he- she’s not in 
Houston, she’s in Minneapolis, but she gives us ideas. She’s a business major, so she help us in the idea 
how to organize and how to make the, uh, procedure more smooth. And my wife of course, she does all 
the, you know, all the back support. Everything, you know, from the volunteer to the ac-exact procedure 
and everything. And the- my daughter is- my middle daughter is helping on the uh all the registration and 
the on site. The- the on site there all the, what would you call that, the uh, all the, I’m trying to- all the 
like um, powerpoint? Or something or those uh uh spreadsheets to show the competitor, how. you know, 
how the progress that the program is. And my son he helps on registration also, online registration. And 
then he um, does all the uh, he does help on judging. On the, he help on the whole all the time on the- the 
opening ceremony and then closing, not the closing ceremony. We- we have a call uh award ceremony, 
on the Sunday, the second day yeah. He help on both, yeah. 

CL: About how many people compete in your competition? 

EW: Uh usually we have between 2 to 300 so far. And every year, it’s growing, so you know. Actually, 
attendance will be well over 600 because competitor most is uh, kids. And the spectator will come, you 
know, come to watch which will have uh, you know, parents, grandparents, friends, neighbors, so usually 
we have probably fairly good size compet-competition. Yeah. 

CL: Are most of them coming from Houston? Or… 

EW: Ye-uh yes. Of course, most is uh probably about more than 1/3, close to half is from Houston. But 
the rest of is coming from neighboring state. We even have uh, people come from New York, Florida, and 
the uh Illinois, and oh California for sure yes. And I- some uh coming even from uh st- you know, 
Washington state. 

CL: And are your students, so not these competitors, are your students also younger kids, or do they vary 
in ages? 

EW: Yes, they vary from ages, yeah. Uh, I have a student like from 8 all the way to um, the oldest we 
have is about 80. Well for Tai Chi, yeah, you know, my wife teach Tai Chi, so, you know, we have some 
students at that age, 80. And we used to have one- last year we had one in 95, unfortunately he passed 
away. 

CL: Um, and you also teach class here at Rice? 

EW: Yes. 



 
 

 
            

       
             

   
 

         
 

   
                     
                

         
           

  
     

   
                 

           
             

        
      

 
      

           
   

 
          

    
       

           
      

       
 

 
    

 
   

      
       

      
                     
            

              
                    

 
                

    
 

CL: Um, do you teach college students? 

EW: Yes, only um- yes. It’s only college, not the no graduate school. [CL: Mmm.] And the- well I’ve 
been teaching around 2013. So you know, we started and I like it. Yeah, it’s pretty good, it’s a nice 
university, but uh yeah. [CL: Yeah.] Oh but, you know, we all start with one semester a year, but uh, 
from this year I start two semester, you know, so I have spring and fall. 

CL: Um, speaking about martial arts, what are some differences between practicing and teaching martial 
arts in the States that is different from your experiences in Taiwan? 

EW: Okay um… I’m trying to think. Yeah okay, in the um- I do start teaching Chinese martial art in 
Taiwan though. It’s 1972, ‘74 I think that’s when I started teaching. Uh I teach in one of uh college in 
Taipei. Um different is the uh- uh- over in United States, the student is more, let’s say, uh feel more free, 
you know, they have a different way of thinking. And back in Taiwan, whatever we tell them they do it 
and they just follow it and- and keep on doing it. And United States uh, some of my 8-years old, if you 
tell them to do something, sometimes it’s not as easy. Yeah, back in Taiwan, you tell them, they will do 
it. And over here, uh younger generat- I mean younger one, it’s harder to control. And the… also, I feel 
the over here, maybe because of the time, yeah because over here I feel students know okay it’s not us. 
Today generous in Taiwan, you know, we- we practice at that time, we do um two hour, we almost do not 
have any break. And over here, I probably two hour have to [laughs] I mean, the longest over here is one 
and half hour, 90 minutes, have to take one--at least one break, yeah, so, you know. I guess I feel the uh 
students is- they just… just, I can feel they are just, okay they start losing interest. I say okay let’s take a 
break [laughs] so we can, you know, regroup and come back and get better uh study. 

CL: Mmhm. Um, but you started off as someone who studies physics, [EW: Yes.] and martial arts was 
kind of something that you did on the side. [EW: Yes.] Was it ever difficult to balance like your studies 
with your passion? 

EW: Uh well at the--not really because the uh, uh, you know, like for back at time, you know, when I was 
in college, okay you have about what, um 10-12 hours you can spend a day, besides sleeping and eating. 
So probably you organize it, spend like about, including in college, probably about 6-8 hours for the, you 
know, uh academic class and the rest of it probably you know, um 2 hour probably for the Kung Fu, yeah. 
And the rest maybe- I like to some free time myself, [laughs] so I don’t want all just doing just studying, 
practicing, so yeah. I always believe that, you know, any human being should have some entertainment, 
some, you know, free time, yeah. Even if you don’t do anything, just space out, it’s fine yeah. 

CL: And um, going back to the martial arts competition, can you repeat what year it started? 

EW: At nineteen--I mean sorry, I keep on saying that. 2014, yeah. Or- the- the reason I keep on saying 
nineteen is because before the competition, we start uh, uhh, Kung Fu exhibition in two thou--I mean 
sorry, now is nineteen probably eighty-nine. We start on 1989 all the way to uh 2008. [CL: Mmm.] And 
then 2000 is on every year we had a Kung Fu and Chinese Martial Arts Exhibition in uh, Chinese Cultural 
Center. And then I invite a lot of friend to perform. And that’s the way I try to introduce, you know, uh 
Chinese Martial Art to the public. Yeah because a lot of people only know, okay the uh Kung Fu is only 
uh, what, Shao Lin or something. But actually there’s tons. All- uh if you go back Bruce Li, it’s called 
Wing Chun, but actually there’s lot of different style. So I try to has more different style than, you know, 
just the- just one thing. And also always stress on Tai Chi, you know, everybody heard of Tai Chi, but 
people put them as separate. I do not. Tai Chi belong to one of Chinese Martial Art family, it just called 
Tai Chi, that’s all. 



 
 

                 

  
 

           
  

 
   

 
 

               
 

 
            

    
 

         
      

 
 

 
 

   
             

  
         

                
                    
  

 
 

    
          

 
 

     
                 

  
 

        
             

 
        

               
          

       
           

    

CL: So you have this exhibition, um but what made you want to create a competition about Martial Arts? 

EW: Um, okay the reason we come, because the exhibition normally is only for locally, actually just 
Houston area. I cannot even get Dallas people to come for the exhibition. It’s only a 2-hour show and then 
if they come, I mean, you know, I can get the people from Austin. I have a senior--I mean junior 
classmate from my high school, he lives in Austin and, you know, he can come and help. And I have a 
friend, I have a classmate in Dallas at that time, he can come help too. But I can not get the regular Kung 
Fu school to come down. But when I have a competition, they will come. You know, they want that their 
students to join the, you know, Kung Fu community and to see other people, to compete, to make friends. 
That’s the purpose of the competition. Of course, there’s another purpose for my competition is all the 
profit goes to my scholarship. 

CL: Um, so you mentioned that there were other people who came like from Dallas, Austin, other cities. 
[EW: Yes.] Um do you think that Chinese Martial Arts is growing in the United States? 

EW: Yes, it’s growing that mean the, I’m just watching it. Actually um I--I have a Facebook book 
account, and I had like about, I’m trying to think, prob--at least 200 Kung Fu friend. Some of them I don’t 
even know them. I mean, you know, but they invite me, and I look at their Face you know page, and if 
they are in Martial Arts, I will generally say, okay we can be friends. You know hopefully, eventually we 
can get all these people together, you know. We can meet each other and then, you know, and that’s why 
also I like to have the competitions, so I know- we can know more people, yeah. 

CL: And, as Chinese Martial Arts becomes more popular, across the United States, um do you think 
that’s reflected in the Houston community? 

EW: Uh yes. Yeah the one--nineteen eighty-two, when I first moved to Uni-- uh, to Houston, there were 
only, I’m thinking, probably about, one, two, three, five. Five Chinese Martial Art school. Now in the, 
well let- let me say not only Houston, I mean the Greater Houston Area, that’s including the Katy, 
Sugarland, you know. Uh, in, uh Greater Houston Area, just the Shao Lin alone, they have 5 school 
already. So, you know, that’s total is about, never counted, but as far as I know, around in the Greater 
Houston Area, at least it’s more than 20 schools now, at least. So you can see the difference is growing. 
Because nineteen- in Houston I think the first one introduced to Houston is probably nineteen seventy-
four, something like that, in Chinese Martial Arts. 

CL: Um, and I want to ask a few questions about your identity and how you identify as. Um so first, do 
you identify as Asian-Americam, Taiwanese, Taiwanese-American, Chinese, or what, what do you 
identify as? 

EW: Good question. [laughs] Uh… I probably identify as Chinese-American, more tendency to 
Taiwanese because I’m- I was born in Taiwan, and then, you know, and the- yeah, that’s probably will 
say Chinese-American. [laughs] 

CL: Mmhm. And you talked about how in your roles with community involvement, one thing is reaching 
out to the younger generation. Um, what are your hopes for the younger Asian-American generation? 

EW: Alright, the one thing is I like most is to, to let them know is no matter what, don’t forget where you 
come from. I mean, you know, they were born here, [CL: Mhm.] but uh, you know, we will always tell 
them there’s, you know, um my kids they all went back to Taiwan before, so they uh, they uh. I think all 
three of them went back to Taiwan to teach English for- to the, you know, uh junior high school kids, 
when they were in college. So I mean I--and they like to go back there, because they- there’s good food--
good food and then good scenery and, you know. And my sister, you know, take them eat a lot of 



       

                
       

          
           

 
 

 
        

             
         

                   
 

   
           

   
 

                 
 

 
           

             
          

 
         

          
                    

 
                

                  
          

            
        

                
 

  
 

 
   

 
         

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

different things, and so, you know, they like to go back there, but, you know, unfortunately cannot go 
there all the time. And the uh, you know, and also, you know, Chinese, the way we raise a little bit 
different than Americans. So we try to let them understand, you know, how we raise this way you know. I 
would like- I’ll always tell my kids you know, you’re sibling-your brother. your sister- is always there, 
you know, when, when uh they need you or you need them, they will be there. You know, like, you know, 
when my wife and I pass away, you know, I hope they will keep on doing that, you know. 

CL: Um, what are some traditions that you and your family did to maintain your cultural roots? 

EW: Well, we- we try our best; when we are at home, we try our best to just speak in Chinese. Which is 
not very successful, but at least we try, you know, my kids at least they can about, speaking is about, 
probably about what, 70%, and then listening and understanding which is about 90%. So, you know, that, 
you know. at least I think I’m happy about that, you know. And they can read like about, what, 50%? So I 
think that’s pretty good for them already. And uh, I don’t about- I don’t know about their kids, so we’ll 
hope they can pass it down. But actually like um, I have a granddaughter, granddaughter from my uh 
oldest daughter, I think they can put them- put her through the Chinese School so I say okay that’s good, 
it’s hard to find a Chinese School in Minneapolis, but uh, yeah, that will be good so. 

CL: Mhm, and last question [EW: Yes.] from me, do you want to talk a little bit about who or what has 
inspired you, um especially in the realm of promoting Taiwanese or Chinese culture in the United States? 

EW: Well actually, the one affect me most is probably, um, one of my uncle, my youngest uncle, yeah. 
You know, he was- he was um- he was also graduate from NTU also, and then um, there’s one thing I 
always remember. When I came to United States in 1978, the first night I stayed at his house. And he was 
telling me, okay, you’re from Taiwan. Well actually, my uncle been United States more than, let me see, 
shoot, probably about 50-some years. He never naturalized. He still holds, you know, um, Taiwanese 
passport. He’s the one, but you know, everybody different conc-you know, conception on that. But he 
say, okay you all- you’re from Taiwan, so, you know, don’t forget Taiwan. And whatever you can do for 
Taiwan, do it. That’s what I’m trying to do for now, yeah, with saying, you know, even the uh- I- I do 
teach Chinese Martial Arts, I call it Chinese Martial Art. But my system, my system is called Eight Step--
Eight Step Praying Mantis. We are the only Praying Mantis you know, spread out from Taiwan. Because 
my teacher is not, he is from Mainland China. But he didn’t teach any student in Mainland China. So 
actually this style of Chinese Martial Art is spread out from Taiwan, so we can say, okay that the only 
one. So I will base it on this one, I say, okay we always, anything good for Taiwan, we’ll try to promote 
it. And I- every time, even in Rice, or I--we had uh, some um, cultural- cultural tour in uh Chinese 
Cultural Center, I always say okay this is, uh, Kung Fu system from Taiwan. I always stress that. 

CL to HP: Do you have any more questions? Um I don’t think either of us have any other questions, but 
if you want to say anything to close, if you have any last, like last words… 

EW: No, I think it’s pretty good, I think yeah. I had a great time talking to you girls. 

CL: [laughs] Okay, thank you so much for your time. 

EW: Okay, that’s all? Okay. 

[interview ends] 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


